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Courtyards draw West

Oakland's street grid
into the new development.
IMAGE CREDIT

I Courtesy Miller Company

I Landscape Architects

WORK
HISTORY
ALANDSCAPE DESIGN
HELPS REVIVE THE
INDUSTRIAL PAST
OF WEST OAKLAND.
BY JOANNE FURIO

During World War II, West Oakland, California, was
home to a thriving industrial center, where railroads

brought in the passengers and produce that would

become its backbone.

At the Central Station, African Americans from the
South arrived to work at nearby shipyards. In addition
to being an architectural gem, the 19 12 Beaux- Arts
station has historic significance, being the birthplace
of the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, one of
the first African American labor unions.

A few blocks to the south, the Pacific Canning
Company, founded by Lew Hing, one of the nation's
first Chinese American industrialists, turned vegetables from the Central Valley into canned commodities that were shipped across America. At the time,
the cannery was California's third largest.
The decline of the railroad, rise of the car, and failed

urban renewal projects were some of the events that

conspired to turn the neighborhood into a "brownfield" of abandoned buildings and warehouses. The

cannery closed in the 1960s, and remained empty

for decades. The station had its doors closed after the

Loma Prieta earthquake of 1989 rendered it unsafe.
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Now the 30-acre site has been reborn spaces and issues related to communithe people who live in the lofts through the use of
homey outdoor rooms. He reuses artifacts from the

and renamed the Central Station neigh- ties," Miller says.
borhood, in honor of its landmark. The

site to keep its history alive and help make the project
sustainable.
depot itself is being refashioned for new That interest comes across in the way

ABOVE

The glass wall reveals
a courtyard containing
palms, echoing those used
in a streetside plaza.
INSET

Cast-iron gears salvaged
from machinery found
in the former factory
basement become

sculpture at the
western entrance.

IMAGE CREDITS

Courtesy David Baker +
Partners, above; courtesy
Miller Company Landscape
Architects, inset

uses, while the produce plant has been Pacific Cannery Lofts visually connects
transformed into the Pacific Cannery to the nearby, mostly African American
Miller is a LEED (Leadership in Energy and EnvironLofts, a complex of 160 loft and town neighborhood of modest wood-framed
mental Design) accredited professional; this project
house units. The new development is houses. The grid of the street actually
earned a GreenPoint rating for its use of droughtone of three residential projects bring- continues and runs through two courttolerant plantings, drip irrigation that will connect
with
ing new residents - and a newfound yards at the complex, visible through
a the city's recycled water system, and a rain
vibrancy - to the region.
glass wall in one and a slatted, steelgarden in the entry courtyard, which serves as a
water infiltration zone. The rain garden allows roof
and-ipe gate in another. The meaning
runoff to percolate slowly into the earth into beds of
Jeffrey Miller, AS LA, has been instru- is clear: "You are part of the city," Miller
mental in the creation of the new
says. "You are not isolated here."
tumbled glass, rather than being whisked away into

neighborhood from a macro and micro

the stormwater system.

point of view. Miller designed the ASThe
LA bulk of Miller's landscape plan for
the lofts consists of four courtyards that
award-winning landscape plan for the
The garden also has some dual-functioning compothe architect, David Baker + Partners nents.
of
lofts, as well as the pedestrian walkThe glass beds, for example, besides serving
ways and pocket parks that connect the
San Francisco, created by opening as
upa percolation area, are underlit with rope lighting,
residential complexes to the commuparts of the old factory floor to the skymarking
or
pathways while creating a cool ambience
for the courtyard at night. Runnels of concrete that
adding new residential wings to enclose
nity at large, working over the years

them. Miller has collaborated with Baker
carry water from the downspouts also act as seats that
with developers and the city's planning
individual units.
and the developer, Rick Holliday, separate
on
department. Most of Miller's 32-year

career has been devoted to urban projother residential projects.
ects that bring people together.
To bring residents together, Miller's design/build
firm, Miller Company Landscape Architects, created
In addition to making connections with
a "dining room" table from concrete and steel under
"I like designing gardens for individuals,
the larger community, Miller's approach
a steel trellis. ~~ 7
but my real interest is in community
sought to increase interactions among
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1 PACIFIC CANNERY LOFTS
The new Central Station

neighborhood includes Pacific
Cannery Lofts and two other
residential developments.
2 14TH STREET POCKET PARK

Historic canopy structures
from the Beaux-Arts train
station were refitted with

translucent polycarbonate
roofs that provide light
and shade.

3 CENTRAL STATION

Abandoned for the past

30 years, the iconic rail depot
designed by Jarvis Hunt is
being considered for new uses
that respect its history.
4 FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
Areas north of the train station

are likely sites for market
rate and affordable housing
development.
IMAGE CREDITS

Courtesy Miller Company
Landscape Architects
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PACIFIC CANNERY LOFTS

SITE PLAN

The site plan for the
Pacific Cannery Lofts
shows the diversity of the
four courtyards and their
relationship to the built
environment.

IMAGE CREDITS

Courtesy Miller Company

Landscape Architects
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FAR RIGHT
Concrete runnels that

whisk away rainwater
from downspouts also
serve as benches near
residents' doors.

INSET

Small gears from the old
factory, embedded into the
paving, add visual interest.
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^r~ CONCRETE PATHWAY
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SUB-GRADE DRAIN LOCATION
- OVERFLOW DRAIN

- RECYCLED GLASS MULCH IN
CONTINUOUS CHANNEL
- 1 8" OPEN GRADED GRAVEL
- FILTER FABRIC
- 1 2" SANDY LOAM

LIGHTED GLASS PATHS

OFFER DRAINAGE,

AND CONCRETE

RUNNELS SERVE
AS SEATS.

- NATIVE SOIL

- RAINWATER RETURNS TO
NATURAL WATER TABLE

<r - Tiny cast-iron gears were embedded in center

of the space, residents can often the sunken garden. Standing limestone elements

concrete walkways, and massive ones, six be found reading or socializing on arecall Chinese path markers.

to eight feet in diameter, were arrangedpair of U-shaped concrete banquettes
like sculptures at the courtyard's westernthat bring to mind the ample modularThe fourth courtyard, the grove, is flanked on one
entrance. "I wanted to recall the history ofsofas you would find in a home. There side by the loading dock of the original cannery

the neighborhood," says Miller, "not justare low-lying tables and a "carpet," and new buildings on the other side. Instead of a
small stone tiles that break from the
concrete or asphalt walkway, Miller created a pebble

tear it down and throw it away."

ABOVE
A cross section of the

stormwater system
illustrates how water
moves into a bed of

recycled glass, where
it slowly percolates into
the water table.
IMAGE CREDITS

Courtesy Miller
Landscape Architects

paving, further detailing the homey pathway using California gold ginger rock, an atypiEach of the courtyards has a differentspace. "These kinds of elements are cal choice for a development. "I wanted this to feel
quality, though they share some stylisticreally important in terms of neighbor- more like a walk in a tropical garden rather than a
attributes. "We wanted each to have its to-neighbor activity," says Miller.
walk on another sidewalk," Miller says.
own sense," says Miller, of his approach,
"yet there is a recall from place to place."Named after the owner of the former

Along the old loading dock, planters of corrugated
cannery, the Lew Hing courtyard is steel containing Alphonse Karr bamboo ( Bambusa
The so-called living room courtyarda more contemplative space. Miller multiplex 'Alphonse Karr') act as living screens
between units. Here the mood is more backyardlike,
expands on the domestic idea intro-used an elevated redwood boardwalk
Company
duced in the entry courtyard. In theto create the feeling of "floating" abovewith residents being able to pick the Meyer lemon
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LEFT

The so-called living

ļ room courtyard boasts
fe concrete banquettes and

IMAGE CREDITS

Courtesy Miller Company
Landscape Architects

I low tables that encourage

I interaction.

J BELOW

g In the Lew Hing garden,

■ where a wooden walkway

■ floats above a sunken

I garden, palms provide
I privacy for upper floors.

VARIOUS OVERTURES DOMESTICATE

THE COURTYARDS AND BRING
NEIGHBORS TOGETHER.

trees ( Citrus meyeń ) and huckleberry
a veil as they look across the courtyard
one unit to another."
bushes (Vaccinium ovatum)from
included

tecture after studying sociology. "If we could desi

in the edible garden.

in a way that was made for better re
In the future, Pacific Cannery community
Lofts will

One of the ways Miller united
connect
theto a new residentialtionships
complex for people," he says, "it would be a hu
toward
a saner planet." o
spaces was through the repeated
called use
Zephyr Gate through step
a paseo,
a
of palms, especially Washington
landscaped
fan passageway typically found
JOANNE FURIO IS A BAY AREA WRITER WHO LIVES WITHIN MINUTES
palms (Washingtonia robusta)
in Spanish
and colonial architecture,
which

queen palms (Syagrus romanzofMiller has designed.

OF THIS WEST OAKLAND NEIGHBORHOOD.

Miller's also respon-

fianum). He chose palms for
sibletheir
for two pocket parks to the north,

Project Credits

aesthetic as well as their "scaling
one ofand
which has canopies originally
CLIENT HOLLIDAY DEVELOPMENT, EMERYVILLE, CALIFORNIA.
from the Central Station and benches.
veiling" abilities in the courtyards.
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT MILLER COMPANY LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS, SAN FRANCISCO. ARCHITECT DAVID BAKER + PARTNERS,
SAN FRANCISCO.
"A lot of them grow well in constricted
For Miller, making connections
is

CIVIL ENGINEER SANDIS, OAKLAND, CALI-

units, we wanted to get the impact
ofcommunities
a
to tie
together,"
says
MILLER COMPANY

LANDSCAPE CONTRACTORS, SAN FRANCISCO.

FORNIA. STRUCTURAL ENGINEER TIPPING MAR + ASSOCIATES,
spaces, without having a bigwhat
root ball
he finds so appealing
about
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA. LIGHTING DESIGNER XANDERS DESIGN
that can interfere with underground
landscape
util- architecture. "This profesGROUP, BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA. GENERAL CONTRACTOR CANNON
ities," he says. "Especially in the
sionupper
offers tremendous opportunities
CONSTRUCTORS, SAN FRANCISCO. LANDSCAPE CONTRACTOR

Miller,
came to landscape architall tree that would give residents
a bit who
of
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